REGULATION
1) The Sardegna Gran Tour
Sardegna Gran Tour is a sport & turism "Adventouring" event for motorbikes. It is an international
event and is in no way competitive. It takes place in 4 stages with departures from Milan and
Rome, on scenic roads that cross beautiful places and breathtaking scenery, between sea and
mountains.
There are two types of route: one all-road and one mixed road and off-road
2) The roads
A) “On Off" route: 70%* on “easy” dirt roads and 30%* on paved scenic roads, also suitable
for off-road riding beginners. Reserved for on-off enduro, vintage motorcycles and
scooters, weighing over than 150 kg. (weight limit not applicable for vintage motorcycles
31/12/1999, and women motorcyclists). * Percentages are calculated in time and not in
distance.
B) “Road” route: 100% on paved roads, also suitable for riders with passengers, open to
motorcycles and scooters of any kind weighing over 150 kg (weight limit not applicable for
vintage motorcycles 31/12/1999, and women motorcyclists) The asphalted routes will be
the same of both categories, and participants will meet halfway through the stage, at a
refreshment point, offering typical local products.
********
The routes are entirely on roads open to the public in normal traffic conditions, where the
rules of the Highway Code and its Regulations of Implementation apply, as well as all the
provisions in force on the subject, including any orders of local authorities. The event will
take place with the help of relays (open and close the route), motorcycles and cars of the
Organization, with a recovery service vehicles damaged along the way, both road and offroad, until the arrival of the stage (from the arrival of the stage, any further transport pilot
and motorcycle, will be the responsibility of the participant). Medical assistance along the
route.
On the route may be arranged signs of direction or attention, and this 'merely optional,
without any liability of the Organization as each participant will be given at the start of
each stage the track containing the GPX path and the waypoints of interest to navigation.
3) Admitted participants
All adult motorcyclists enrolled exclusively in a motorcycle club affiliated to the "IMF" for
the current year, in possession of a valid driving license for the motorcycle enrolled.
4) Equipment and clothing
All participants must have installed on board a satellite navigator or tool for reading GPX
files and participants in the category on / off, in order to increase the margin of personal
safety is strongly recommended to use technical clothing, including boots, protections and
helmet approved in addition to the mounting of tires taxied in view of the off-road route
that takes place on unpaved roads.
5) Program variations

In the opinion of the organization, in case of extremely unfavourable weather conditions,
the event may be subject to a change of program both before the start of the event and
during its course.
6) Registration Fee
- Rider + motorbike €. 890,00:
- Passenger €. 490,00
Includes:
- Ferry for rider + motorbike (and/return: Livorno – Golfo Aranci, Olbia) with shared
accommodation (2-people cabin)
- Half board* accommodation (*including breakfast and evening meal) at 4-star-hotels for 2 nights
(shared room)
- 4 refreshment points halfway through the stages
- Baggage transfer service from stage departure to stage arrival (1 piece cm. 60 X 40 X 40 max.)
- Organizer’s RC insurance (FMI insurance)
- “ Sardegna Gran Tour” official race stickers for the motorbike
- Recovery service for damaged vehicles along the route, both road and off-road, until the arrival
of the stage (from the arrival of the stage, any further transport pilot and motorcycle, will be the
responsibility of the participant)
- Medical assistance along the route
- GPS route tracks
- T-shirt of the event
The entry fee does not include:
- Dinner and breakfast by ferry
All the above not indicated
Supplements: single room €. 50,00/night, if available.
7) Cancellations/Refunds:
- Until June 1, 2020, will be refunded 90% of the cost of registration, after that date no refund.
- No refund will be made in the event of force majeure, fortuitous event or fact of the third party,
and / or not dependent on the Organization.
8) General programme
- Thursday 02 Juli at 08/10 - Milan and Rome - sports and technical checks
- Thursday 02 Juli at 10.00 am 1st stage from Milan and Rome to Livorno, about 380 km - Boarding
for Olbia (Sardegna)
- Friday, Juli 03 2nd stage Olbia - Arborea Km 300 about
- Saturday 04 Juli 3rd stage Arborea - Arborea Km 240 approx.
- Sunday 05 Juli 4th stage Arborea - Olbia Km 300 approx.
9) Obligations of the participant
The participant agrees:
- To register to the Sardegna Gran Tour a motorbike that respects the rules of the Highway Code
(homologation, revision, RCA insurance, etc. ...) and that at the time of 'registration the participant
is in possession of a valid driving license for circulation on Italian territory with the motorcycle
registered;

- To wear the obligatory protective helmet approved according to the regulations in force;
- To wear specialist clothing in relation to the chosen route
- To conduct themselves in a manner that respects the Highway Code, the surrounding
environment, the territory, the inhabitants and towns;
- To follow the path indicated in the GPX track delivered to him and not to make any transits on
roads and / or routes and / or places not expressly indicated by the track GPX. Failure to comply
with this indication as well as exposing the participant, personally and exclusively, to any civil and
criminal liability that may arise, is also cause of exclusion from the event for fact considered
serious.
- To pay the utmost attention when dealing with off-road sections, as they are open to the public
passage of other vehicles, also respecting in this case the rules of the Highway Code, with
particular reference to the position of the motorcycle on the roadway;
- To behave in a driving manner, and in general, in accordance with the spirit and image of the
event as well as the good performance of the same. Behaviour, judged unquestionably in violation
of the provisions, will result in the exclusion of the participant from the event, unless they are
subject to more serious measures by the Public Authority.

